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SCREEN VIBRATING MECHANISM 

Eugene B. Cook, Milwaukee, Wis., assignor to 
Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company, Mill 
waukee, Wis., a corporation of Delaware 
Application May 6, 1943, Serial No. 485,820 

(C. 74-6) 9 Claims. 
1. 

This invention relates to improved vibrating or 
gyrating mechanisms for screens and material 
treating devices. 
An object of the invention is to provide a 

gyrating mechanism which is dynamically bal 
anced about the axis of its supporting bearings 
during starting and stopping, and in which the 
balance wheels are true running under operating 
conditions. 
A further object is to provide a compact nor 

nally true running unbalancing flywheel auto 
matically balanced at low speeds about a low 
Speed running axis offset from the wheel axis. 
Other objects may appear in the following de 

scription. 
In the installation of vibrating or gyratory 

Screens or material treating apparatus such as 
Screens for separating rock, ore, sand and other 
materials, it is often desirable to provide a ma 
chine in which the body is mounted for free vi 
bration and provided with a free running vi 
brating mechanism rotatably supported entirely 
by the vibrating body. Ordinarily it is desired 
that this mechanism consist of a shaft rotatably 
journaled in allined bearings in the vibrating body 
and provided with one or more unbalanced fly 
Wheels mounted on shaft portions eccentric to 
the journal portions in order that the flywheels 
may rotate about a steady axis concentric with 
their rims during normal operation so that a 
true running belt drive may be applied directly 
to the rim of such a flywheel. The unbalanced 
Weight of the flywheel is designed to balance the 
weight of the vibrated body in such a manner 
that the assembly is, during operation, dynami 
cally balanced for gyration about an axis coin 
cident with the axis of the flywheel. The vi 
brating body must be supported on springs, or 
other flexible mounting means, permitting rela 
tively free motion in a plane. 

It is well known that during starting and stop 
ping of Such a device the rotating mechanism 
must pass through a critical speed equal to the 
natural frequency of vibration of the mounting 
means. At this time the forces of vibration 
caused by the rotating unbalanced weight will 
cause abnormal motions of the vibrating body 
due to resonance effects causing dangerously ex 
cessive forces to be transmitted to the stationary 
foundation or Support and often leading to strain 
Or destruction of the belt drive. This invention 
deals with the use of a compact effective auto 
matic balance wheel and the combination there 
of with a rotating shaft structure, to provide a 
rotating structure which is dynamically balanced 
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2 
during starting and stopping, avoiding dangerous 
excessive vibration, and dynamically balanced 
with the vibrated body about a steady axis of 
gyration coincident with the wheel axis during 
normal operation. 
The use of centrifugally operated balance 

weights in general in Screen structures for the 
purpose of reducing dangerous forces during 
starting and stopping is old and Well known and 
forms no part of this invention, which is con 
cerned with the improved balance wheel and 
screen gyrating mechanism hereinafter specifi 
cally described and claimed. 
In the drawing: 
Fig. is a vertical transverse cross-section of 

a screen embodying the invention with parts of 
the rotating structure shown in elevation; 

Fig. 2 is a view on an enlarged Scale of the 
automatic balance wheel with the shaft and cover 
plate removed; 

Fig. 3 is a cross-section taken on the line 
III-III of Fig. 2 but with the cover plate and 
shaft in place; 

Fig. 4 is a detail section on the line IV-IV of 
Fig. 2; and 

Figs. 5, 6 and 7 are schematic representations 
of three different arrangements of counterweight 
ing for the rotating structure according to the 
invention. 

Like reference characters refer to similar parts 
throughout the several views of the drawing. 

Fig. 1 shows a vibrated screen body or other 
material treating structure mounted for free 
vibratory movement in a plane as by elastic Sup 
porting means 2 engaging stationary support 3 
and having a natural frequency of vibration Sub 
stantially less than operating speed of the body . 
Alternative supporting means may be used, aS, for 
example, any well known resilient mounting Se 
cured to a floor or other stationary foundation. 
Screen body is provided with side plates or 
frame members 4 in which are mounted allined 
bearings 6 of any known constructioi, shown as 
roller bearings which may be connected by a 
dust housing T. Journaled in bearings 6 and 
wholly supported thereby is a rotary System, or 
gyrating mechanism 8 consisting of a shaft 9 
having center portion 0, journal portions , 
and wheel mounting portions 2 which are ec 
centric to the journal portions by an annount 
which may be called the throw of the screen. In 
the illustrated embodiment the wheel mounting 
portions f2 are at the ends of the shaft 9, and 
On each is mounted an automatic balance wheel 
or flywheel 3 one of which may be provided with 
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a concentric pulley rim ff, engageable by a 
driving belt or belts. Obviously the pulley rim 

7 may be dispensed with and the belt ar 
ranged to directly engage the peripheral rim ill 
of either of the flywheels f3. 
Balance wheels or flywheels 3 each consist of 

a hub 4, a web f6 and a concentric peripheral 
rim 7. A cover plate 8 encloses the annular 
space between the hub 4 and rim and may 
be secured to rim as by screws 9 as shown in 
Figs. 2 and 3, or other known fastening means 
(not shown). The wheels 3 may be secured to 
the shaft as by ordinary keys 2, and held as 
against shoulders 22 by retaining washers 23 and 
cap screws 24 screwed in the shaft ends, or by 
any other known means (not shown). The hub 
4 is flattened at one point to engage a spring 

seat 26, and relieved as at 27 to mount a spider 
plate 28 secured against rotation relative to the 
hub by dowel pins 29. Secured between the web 
6 and spider plate 28 are spider or pivot pins 3 
arranged in the annular space between hub f4 
and rim to one side of the hub 4 opposite to 
the spring seat 26. Pivoted on pins 3 are a 
pair of centrifugally operated weights 32 each 
formed as a pair of roughly half-crescent weight 
parts 33 spaced by spacers 34 and secured to 
gether as units by screws 36 as shown in detail 
in Fig. 4. The Outer radius of curvature of the 
tip portions of these weights is substantially 
equal to the inner radius of the rim 7 and the 
pivots are so placed that the weights will swing 
outwardly to engage the rim as a limiting stop 
as shown in broken lines in Fig. 2. The inner 
radius of weights 32 is about equal to the outer 
hub radius So that the weights may swing in 
Wardly to embrace the hub, this form being cal 
culated to secure a compact efficient wheel with 
the largest shift of effective balancing weight or 
moment consistent with reasonable size and 
economy of metal. In each weight 32 outward 
of the pivot pins 3, a link pin 37 bridges the gap 
between parts 33, forming a pivotal connection 
for a link 38. The links 38 pass between the tips 
of weight parts 33 and are pivotally connected as 
by pins 39 to a movable spring seat 4f arranged 
to face spring seat 26 on the hub. Compressed 
between spring seats 26 and 4f is a spring or 
plurality of springs 42. In the rim f opposite 
the spring seat 4 a tapped hole 43 may be pro 
vided to facilitate the precompression of spring 
42 during assembly in an obvious manner, the 
hole being normally closed as by a screw plug 44, 
The wheels 3 may be provided with detachable, 
fixed counterweights 46 in the form of plates 
secured as shown adjacent rim in the annular 
space clear of moving parts 32, 38 and 4f. These 
may be fastened by screws 47 or other means as 
desired. 
The weights of the shaft 9 and wheels 3 may 

be distributed in any of several related ways to 
achieve the desired results. As shown in Figs. 1. 
and 5 the weight of the center portion to of shaft 
9 may be arranged to be concentrated in effect 
as on an axis A offset by an amount a from the 
axis B of bearings 6 and journal portions f, 
directly opposite to the offset C of axis C of the 
wheel 3, which coincides in operation with the 
center of gyration of the screen. 
As in Fig. 6, the center section 0 of shaft 9 

may have its Weight in effect concentrated in line 
With axis B of the bearings. 
As in Fig. 7 the center section may have its 

effective axis A offset from axis B of the bearings 
in the same direction as the axis C is offset and 
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4. 
by an amount even larger than C as shown at b. 
In Figs. 5, 6 and 7, the weights 32 in their outer 

position are represented by W; the weights 32 in 
their inner position (not shown) act as if con 
centrated on axis C. Counterweights 46 are 
represented by X. 
In operation of the invention when the ar 

rangement of weights as in Figs. 1 and 5 is used, 
the wheel may be designed so that Without any 
counterweights 46, and with the weights 32 in 
their innermost position, wheels 3 are each 
statically and dynamically balanced about their 
axis C. In this case the weight of the wheels 
and wheel mounting portions f2 of shaft 9 may be 
considered as concentrated on axis C. The 
weight of center section fo is arranged in con 
struction to be sufficient so that its moment about 
axis B or the product of its weight times the 
offset a equals the moment about axis B of wheels 
3 or the product of the combined weight of 

wheels 3 and shaft portion 2 times the offset C. 
The rotating structure or System 8 as a whole 
will then, so long as the weights 32 are in their 
inner position, be dynamically balanced about 
axis B of the bearings 6. Now if power is applied 
to rotate the system 8 in starting, through a 
range of speeds up to and slightly beyond the 
natural frequency of supporting means 2, and 
springs 42 are precompressed to hold weights 32 
in their inner position through such a range of 
speeds, the System 8 will rotate about axis B 
without gyrating the body . The wheels 3 will 
of Course be gyrated in a Small circle equal in 
radius to the offset c. The system may thus be 
brought to a speed above critical speed without 
causing excessive motion due to resonance of the 
supporting means 2. 
As the speed becomes higher a point is reached 

at which the centrifugal force on the Weights 
32 overcomes the initial yielding force of springs 
42 and the weights 32 move outwards to their 
Outer position shown in broken lines in Fig. 2. 
The weights are so designed that the center of 
gravity of the flywheels is displaced by such an 
amount when the weights are in their outer 
position that the moment of the System about 
axis C will be equal and opposite to the moment 
of the vibrated body about the same axis, and 
the body will be gyrated about axis C while the 
wheels 3 rotate steadily about the same axis. 
During operation at such normal operating 
speed, it is seen that the belt drive to wheel rim 

l, or pulley rim 7, will be substantially free 
of vibration, or true running. 
In deceleration or stopping, the sequence of 

events reverses. The weights move to their in 
ner position before resonant speed is reached, the 
Screen will then stop vibrating and the system 8 
will rotate about axis B until stopped, without . 
causing excessive vibration of the body . 

If the distribution of shaft weight is as shown 
in Fig. 6, counterweights 46, shown as X in Fig. 
6, are attached to balance wheels 3 so that the 
wheels B and shaft portions 2 will be balanced 
for rotation about axis B with the weights 32 in 
their inner position. The action of the combi 
nation will be the same. The weights 32 will 
be designed to counterbalance the weight of the 
vibrating body about the axis C when in their 
Outer position (shown at W) at operating speed. 
As in the device as arranged in Figs. 1 and 5, the 
System 8 will be dynamically balanced about axis 
B at low speeds with weights 32 in their inner 
position, with the body stationary, and the sys 
ten 8 and body will be dynamically balanced 
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for gyration about axis C at operative Speeds with 
weights 32 in their outermost positions as at W. 
As arranged in Fig. 7, center shaft section 0 

is designed with its Weight so distributed as to 
be effectively concentrated about axis A offset 
from axis B of bearings 6 in the same direction 
as axis C of wheels f3, and the amount of offset 
b may be greater than offset c of the wheels with 
relation to axis B. Fixed counterweights 46 are 
added to wheels 3 in sufficient amount (as shown 
at X) so that with weights 32 in their inner po 
sition the center of gravity of wheels 3 and 
shaft portions 2 are offset past axis B to such 
a position D that the moment or product of the 
weight of wheels 3 and shaft portions 2 times 
the offset (d) from axis B is equal and Opposite 
to the product of the weight of shaft center por 
tion 0 times its offset b from axis B. As in the 
other arrangements of Figs. 1, 5 and 6, the Weights 
32 must be so designed that When they are in 
their outer position (shown at W) the System 
8 and body will be dynamically balanced for 
gyration about the axis C of the wheels 3. 
By this invention it has been possible to pro 

duce a screen having compact, simple, automatic 
balance wheels in which the mechanism is dy 
namically balanced during starting and stopping, 
avoiding excessive motion due to resonance with 
the supporting means and at the same time One 
in which the vibrated body and Operating mech 
anism are dynamically balanced for gyration 
about a steady axis coincident With the Center 
of the balance wheels so that the balance wheels 
may be true running during screen operation 
thus avoiding destructive forces on the founda 
tion and driving means during starting, stopping 
and running. 
While specific embodiments of the invention 

have been described and illustrated, it is to be 
understood that such modifications and equiv 
alents as may readily occur to those perSons 
skilled in the art are included Within the Scope 
of the invention which is limited only by the 
scope of the appended claims. 

It is claimed and desired to secure by Letters 
Patent: 

1. A driving mechanism for a body Suspended 
for free vibration in a-plane, comprising a shaft 
rotatably mounted in alined bearings Cin Said 
body, at least one eccentric portion on said shaft, 
a balancing wheel secured on said eccentric por 
tion, means to rotate said wheel and shaft, Said 
balancing wheel and shaft assembly being dy 
namically balanced on the axis of said bearings 
at predetermined speeds substantially below nor 
mal operating Speed, a centrifugally Operated 
weight in said wheel movable by centrifugal force 
to a position in which said wheel is unbalanced 
relative to its geometrically central axis at nor 
mal operating Speed, said driving mechanism 
and said body being dynamically balanced rel 
ative to the geometrically central axis of Said 
wheel at normal operating Speed. 

2. In a vibrating mechanism, a shaft having 
spaced axially alined bearing portions, at least 
one wheel mounting portion eccentric to the 
bearing axis, an automatic balance Wheel Con 
centrically mounted on said wheel mounting por 
tion, means balancing said Wheel and shaft for 
rotation about said bearing axis at Speeds below 
a predetermined speed, and said Wheel having a 
centrifugally operated weight novable to a posi 
tion unbalancing said mechanism relative to Said 
bearing axis at normal operating speeds. 

3. The combination of a freely gyratable ma 
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6 
terial treating device and a gyrating mechanism 
therefor, said gyrating mechanism being wholly 
Supported in a lined bearings in said device, said 
gyrating mechanism comprising an automatic 
balance wheel eccentric to said bearings, a cen 
trifugally operated Weight in said wheel arranged 
to balance Said device and said mechanism for 
gyration about the geometrically central axis 
of Said Wheel at normal operating speeds, said 
Wheel comprising elastic means acting in oppo 
Sition to centrifugal force to move said weight 
to a position balancing said mechanism for rota 
tion about the axis of said bearings at speeds 
below a predetermined speed less than normal 
Operating speed. 

4. The combination of an automatic balance 
Wheel and a shaft for said wheel, said shaft hav 
ing a bearing portion with its axis eccentric to 
Said Wheel, a centrifugally operable balancing 
Weight in said wheel having an inner and an 
Outer position, means urging said unbalancing 
Weight to occupy said inner position at speeds 
Substantially below a predetermined operating 
Speed, said wheel and shaft being counterbal 
anced for rotation about said bearing axis when 
said balancing weight occupies its said inner po 
sition. 

5. A material treating device resiliently mount 
ed for free gyratory movement in a vertical plane, 
Spaced bearings on Said device, said bearings hav 
ing a common axis perpendicular to said ver 
tical plane, a dynamically balanced rotating sys 
ten for gyrating said device comprising a shaft 
rotatably journaled in said bearings, said shaft 
having a center section between said bearings 
with its center of gravity offset from said bearing 
axis and coplanar with the center of gravity of 
Said device, coaxial end sections on said shaft, 
offset from the said bearing axis oppositely to the 
center of gravity of said center section, auto 
matic balance wheels of equal mass concentrical 
ly mounted on said end sections, centrifugally 
Operated Weights in Said balance wheels so con 
structed and arranged that the moment of in 
ertia of Said wheels and end shaft sections is 
equal and opposite to the moment of inertia of 
said center shaft section about said bearing axis 
below a predetermined speed, said balancing 
Weights being movable at a normal operating 
Speed Substantially above said predetermined 
Speed to a position in which the moment of in 
ertia of Said rotating System about the axis of 
Said Wheels is equal and opposite to the moment 
of inertia of said device about the same axis, 
whereby said rotating system is dynamically bal 
anced in starting and stopping and said device 
Will be gyrated substantially about the geomet 
rically central axis of said wheels at normal op 
erating Speeds. 

6. A vibrating material treating device sus 
pended for free movement in a plane, allined 
Spaced bearings in said device, a rotary shaft for 
Vibrating Said device having allined journal por 
tions mounted in said bearings, centrifugally 
Operated automatic balance wheels on said shaft 
rotating at normal Operating speed about a sub 
stantially steady axis concentric to the rims of 
said Wheels, coincident with the center of normal 
motion of said device and offset from the axis 
of said bearings, said wheels and shaft being 
dynamically balanced for rotation on the axis of 
said bearings at speeds substantially below a pre 
determined speed and means for rotating said 
shaft. 
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7. A centrifugally operated balance wheel for a 
gyrating device comprising a central hub member, 
an annular rim on said wheel concentric with Said 
hub, a counterbalance in said wheel, centrifugally 
operated, movable weights in Said wheel, means 
urging said movable weights toward an inner po 
sition in which the center of gravity of the wheel 
is offset from the geometrically central axis 
thereof toward said counterbalance, said now 
able weights being movable by centrifugal force 
at a speed above a predetermined speed to an 
outer position in which the center of gravity of 
said wheel is offset to a point diametrically 
opposite to said counterbalance. 

8. An automatic balancing wheel comprising a 
central hub having a radial web, an annular rim 
concentric with said hub, a pair of balancing 
weights pivotally mounted on said Web to One 
side of said hub, each said weight comprising a 
pair of spaced plates connected by a pin eccen 
tric to the pivotal axis of said weight, spring 
means engaging said wheel, movable Spring en 
gaging means, a pair of connecting rods pivotally 
connected to Said spring engaging means and 
operatively connected to said pins, said spring 
means operatively opposing outward motion of 
said weights, said weights being movable by cen 
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trifugal force to unbalance said wheel at speeds 
of rotation above a predetermined minimum. 

9. In a rotating system for imparting gyratory 
motion to a mass resiliently supported for free 
vibration in at least one plane, a shaft journaled 
in bearings in said mass, a rotary drive wheel 
mounted on said shaft geometrically eccentric to 
the axis of said bearings, movable weights in 
said wheel biased radially inwards toward an 
inner limiting position of rest and novable 
radially outwards by centrifugal force against 
said biasing force to an outer limiting position 
by rotation of said wheel at a speed above a pre 
determined minimum operating speed greater 
than the natural frequency of vibrations of Said 
resiliently Supported mass, said weights being SO 
proportioned and arranged in relation to Said 
system as to balance said mass for gyration about 
an axis eccentric to Said bearing axis and Sub 
stantially coincident with the geometrical axis of 
said wheel when in their outer limiting position, 
and to cause the axis of gyration of Said maSS to 
shift towards the axis of said bearings upon 
motion of said Weights inwardly towards their 
inner position at Speeds below said predetermined 
minimum operating speed. 

EUGENE. B. COOK. 
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